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2060R ROUND BATH STOOL: ASSEMBLY & OPERATION 
INSTRUCTIONS

PLEASE SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE

 WARNING: Important! Read and understand these instructions before assembling or using 
the Round Bath Stool. If you do not understand any part of these warnings, cautions or 
instructions, contact a healthcare professional for direction in the use of this product. If the 
Round Bath Stool is not properly assembled, personal injury and damage to the Round Bath 
Stool could result.

 WARNING: If components are damaged or missing, contact your GF authorized distributor 
immediately. DO NOT use substitute parts. Use only Lumex replacement parts. The use of non-
Lumex replacement parts could cause personal injury, property damage, and void the warranty.

 WARNING: This product's maximum weight capacity is 300 lb, EVENLY DISTRIBUTED.
DO NOT exceed the maximum weight capacity.

 WARNING: Notice for California Customers- California Proposition 65 WARNING: This product 
contains a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer and reproductive or 
developmental harm.

 WARNING: GF Health Products, Inc. assumes no responsibility for any damage or injury 
caused by improper assembly or use of this product.

INTENDED USE
The 2060R Round Bath Stool is intended as a bath aid.
UNPACKING
Remove bath stool components from carton and protective 
packaging. Check for obvious damage to the carton or its 
contents. If damage is evident, do not use the product; 
please notify the carrier and your GF authorized distributor 
for further instruction.
ASSEMBLY
Upper Leg and Seat Assembly
1. Lay seat upside down (holes up) on a flat, dry surface.
2. Lay upper legs upside down on seat, holes aligned, in “X” pattern as shown 

at right. Ensure legs are fitted together as shown.
 WARNING: Legs must be positioned exactly as shown at right for a safe 
and proper fit.

3. Install screw knob through both legs and center of seat; turn knob clockwise 
just enough to connect legs to seat.

4. Insert four screw knobs through outer leg holes and into seat bottom, and 
turn clockwise just enough to connect legs to seat.

5. Turn all five screw knobs clockwise to tighten; ensure screw knobs are tight 
without overtightening.

Leg Assembly
1. Attach lower leg by pushing in the adjustment button and sliding the lower leg 

over the upper leg to the desired height position until it clicks into place. 
2. Repeat for other three legs.
3. Ensure all legs are locked at the same height and all screw knobs are tight.

 WARNING: Before use, ensure knobs are securely installed, all buttons protrude fully from 
height adjustment holes, and all legs are adjusted to the same height.
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GF Health Products, Inc. is not responsible for typographical errors. 

Graham-Field and Lumex are registered trademarks of GF Health Products, Inc.

OPERATION
Height Adjustment
Depress adjustment button and slide lower leg up or down until height adjustment button clicks into 
place at desired height. Repeat for other three legs. Ensure all legs are locked at the same height.

 WARNING: Ensure all buttons protrude fully from height adjustment holes, and all legs are 
adjusted to the same height.

Position
 WARNING:  Always use caution when using bath stool on wet or slippery surfaces.
 WARNING: Always ensure bath stool is securely positioned during use. For proper balance 
and stability, always sit on the middle of the seat.

 WARNING: To avoid falling or tipping: Have someone help you until you know the balance 
points of your Bath Stool and how to avoid tipping. Do not put downward weight on one side 
of the Bath Stool. Do not reach or lean if you must shift your weight to do so. Ask for help or 
use a device to extend your reach. Never try to reach an object if you must move forward in 
your seat and your buttocks do not stay in full contact with the seat. Never lean backward to 
reach an object.

 WARNING: All four leg tips MUST be in contact with shower/tub floor at all times.
MAINTENANCE

 WARNING: Inspect the bath stool weekly for proper function and wear. If any component 
is not in proper working order or appears worn, contact your GF authorized distributor 
immediately for repair or appropriate replacement parts.

To clean bath stool, use a mild soap and water solution and a clean cloth. Rinse with clear water, 
then dry with a soft cloth. Ensure that bath stool is well rinsed before using.
s NOTICE: DO NOT use solvents, abrasive cleaners, or scouring pads on any part of the bath stool.
LIMITED WARRANTY

GF Health Products, Inc. (“GF”) warrants to the original retail purchaser or lessee (either is the “Customer”) only, that it will replace 
or repair components, at GF’s sole discretion, that are defective in material or workmanship under normal use and service. The 
warranty is for parts only and does not include labor or costs of shipping. All warranties are conditioned upon the proper use of 
the product strictly in accordance with applicable GF instructions. Product provided to users as rentals must be serviced by the 
provider and inspected prior to delivery. Each user must be properly trained on the operation and safety of this product prior to 
use. Within the guidelines set forth in this document, the frame is warranted for five (5) years, and the normal wear components 
such as tips, wheels/casters, and handgrips are warranted for six (6) months. The applicable warranty period shall commence from 
date of shipment to the Customer, unless there is an expiration date on the component in which case the warranty shall expire on 
the earlier of the warranty period or the expiration date.

EXCLUSIONS
The warranty does not cover and GF shall not be liable for the  following: 1) Defects, damage, or other conditions caused by misuse, 
abuse, negligence, alteration, accident, freight damage, tampering or failure to seek and obtain repair or replacement in a timely 
manner; 2) Products not properly installed, used, or cleaned and maintained; and 3) Labor or shipping charges. Other exclusions apply.
ENTIRE WARRANTY, EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES DISCLAIMER
THIS WARRANTY IS GF’S ONLY WARRANTY AND IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.


